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FCC Agenda

- Publication Update & Administrative Notes
- Spectrum Proceedings & Part 15 Waivers
- Part 15.255 Rules Amendment
- KDB 996369 D01 – Modules
- KDB 996369 D03 – Integration Instructions
- EMC Updates
- KDB 987594 D05 – AFC DUT Harness Testing
- HAC Update
- RF Exposure Guidance & Procedures
- Part 18 - Wireless Power Transfer Devices
- Review of TCB PAG Submissions
- MPAG Processing
- TCB Market Surveillance
FCC Laboratory Status

Normal operations since May 2023

Visiting the Lab must be requested/approved prior to the visit
Going through hiring process

Multiple positions

– Electronics Engineer/GS-0855-13/14
– Office of Engineering and Technology Laboratory Division, Columbia, MD
– Job vacancy announcements stay active for 30 days
Questions and Answers

Thank You!